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ABSTRACT: 

      Allah creation of plants is the primary food of every creature and without it there is 

no existence of life, Let man guide plants to heal diseases from study, experimentation 

and conclusions but many people don’t have enough knowledge of details how to use 

them for true treatments because there are specialists who can suggest on this field but 

no true place for them. The study aims to preserve the nature of God and use it in right 

way, this’s research shows the history of alternative medicine from the Quran and the 

Prophet's Hadith, how it evolved from past years to today, how to arrange, store and 

maintain herbs, the research looked for four case studies and analysis their zones, 

furniture, lighting, selection colors, materials and finishes. Also reviewed the space 

standards , and furniture dimensions , finally the research came with program analysis 

all the contents of the Medical Center zones witch are consultation zone, meditation , 

physical therapy, retail area , education, and greenhouse areas . With initial 

measurements for each zones.  

 

Key words: 

     Herbs, alternative, nature , plants, medicine, prophetic, therapy. 
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CHAPTER ONE - PROBLEM OVERVIEW 

1:1 Introduction 

       Since ancient eras, alternative medicine had a great role in treating people. 

Nowadays, most people don’t have enough knowledge of this field as well as its 

positives. If its results are not positive, there will be no negative impact. In contrast to 

modern medicine, if the medicine is used in repeated doses every day, side effects, 

diseases and consequences are expected. (Hansson, G. K. (2014). 

       More than 80 percent of people in developing nations can barely afford the most 

basic medical procedures, drugs, and vaccines. In the industrial nations, a surprisingly 

large proportion of people for practices and products for which proof as to their safety 

and efficacy is modest at best, practices that in the aggregate are known as 

complementary and alternative medicine or as traditional medicine (Hansson, G. K. 

(2014). 

      There is no defined space for alternative medicine brings experts and people 

together as a trusted platform to heal herbal and spread knowledge this means who sell 

there are not experts and it needs a professional medical supervision. For example 

Holland & Barrett International is one of the world’s leading health and wellness 

retailers and the largest in Europe, it has many of vitamins, minerals, health 

supplements, specialist foods and natural beauty products, they name is a familiar sight 

in almost every major city across the UK. (Holland & Barrett. (n.d). 

1:2 The history of Arabic Medical world 

           The development of Arab medicine in the 8th century, Hospitals and medical 

schools flourished in the Arab world, and several Muslim scholars reached a stature in 

medical sciences that exceeded that of their predecessors, of these notable scholars, 

Rhazes (Al Razi) and Avicenna (Ibn Sina), were instrumental in commemorating this 

period, European scholars studied Arab works and translated them into Latin. The most 

noteworthy example is the translation of Avicenna’s ‘Canon of Medicine’ in addition 

to Rhazes book ‘The Comprehensive’, which continued to dominate medical teachings 

in Europe until the 16th century (Saad et al., 2005). 
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1:3 Lack of quality control: 

Parallel with recent increasing interest in alternative/herbal medicine for the prevention 

and treatment of various illnesses, there is increasing concern about the safety of 

medicinal plants. There are general and herb-specific concerns regarding medicinal 

plants and their ability to produce toxicity and adverse effects. Accidental herbal 

toxicity occurs not only as a result of a lack of pharmaceutical quality control in 

harvesting and preparation, but also because herbal remedies are believed to be 

harmless. Furthermore, a confusing nomenclature and lack of quality control and the 

accurate identification of plants are important concerns. There are no governmental 

regulations on the manufacture, purity, concentration, or labeling claims of herbal 

remedies and dietary supplements. The concentration, sample preparation, and the 

long-term stability of active compounds and other chemicals in plants varies by the part 

of the plant harvested and sold, and the maturity of the plant at the time of harvest. In 

addition, geography, soil composition and its contaminants, and year-to-year variations 

in soil acidity, water, weather conditions, and other growth factors have significant 

effects on the pharmaceutical properties of the medicinal plants. Therefore, the actual 

dose of active compounds being consumed is often variable, unpredictable or simply 

unknown. When compared with adults, children may be particularly susceptible to the 

effects of such dosage variations due to their smaller size and different capacity for 

detoxifying chemicals. (Safety of Traditional Arab Herbal Medicine. (2006). 

1:4Herbal Medicine in the Mediterranean Region 

          Current Status the Eastern region of the Mediterranean has been distinguished 

throughout the generations with a rich inventory of natural medicinal herbs used by 

local herbalists. A recent survey conducted by our group found only 31 professional 

Arab practitioners in Israel, Palestine and the Golan Heights still practicing their 

careers. This number is significantly less in comparison to the number of previous 

surveys. Each practitioner has his own methods of preparation, following his parent or 

teacher’s tradition. A limited exchange of information takes place between healers in 

the same area. Furthermore, the data reveal that there is no systematic instruction of the 

next generation of healers, and that children of the practitioners have no interest in the 

subject. The knowledge and practice of traditional healing is a family matter and passed 

on by inheritance. (Safety of Traditional Arab Herbal Medicine. (2006). 
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1:5.Future prospects of herbal medicine: 

               As it is known, alternative medicine required more time than modern medical 

but it is faster in healing and doesn’t cause side effects At the other hand, modern 

medical required causes side effects, a lot of People often turn to CAM when they have 

a long-lasting problem that conventional medicine hasn't completely cured. Someone 

might try complementary health approaches to help improve symptoms or manage side 

effects from conventional treatments. (Herbs at a glance: Green tea. (2011) 

             People may also use natural medicine  when they're healthy for many believe 

that CAM approaches such as practicing yoga or taking dietary supplements , can 

improve overall well-being, healthy people often use alternative medicine to try to 

prevent illness or ensure a healthier lifestyle (Hansson, G. K. (2014). 

   Recently even developed countries, are using medicinal systems that involve 

the use of herbal drugs and remedies. Undoubtedly, the demand for plant-derived 

products has increased worldwide. The demand is estimated to grow in the years to 

come fueled by the growth of sales of herbal supplements and remedies. This means 

that scientists, doctors and pharmaceutical companies will be looking at countries like 

China, India, etc. for their requirements, as they have the most number of medicinal 

plant species and are the top exporters of medicinal plants. (Katerere, D. R., & Luseba, 

D. (2010).  

Medicinal herbs as potential source of therapeutics aids has attained a 

significant role in health system all over the world for both humans and animals not 

only in the diseased condition but also as potential material for maintaining proper 

health. A major factor impeding the development of the medicinal plant based 

industries in developing countries has been the lack of information on the social and 

economic benefits that could be derived from the industrial utilization of medicinal 

plants.( Katerere, D. R., & Luseba, D. (2010). 
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Project Overview 

1:6 Research Methodology: 

city. The target  Taif-Al ( Alshfa ) specificallyThe study is in Saudi Arabia,            

audience of this study is ill people and other people who need Alternative medicine or 

natural herbs from trusted resources. At the same time, people who are interested in 

Medicine from Islamic, herbal, and importance  getting knowledge about Alternative

.sourcesmedical  

1:7 Design Site 

           In Taif city( Alshfa ) is a popular tourist destination among Saudis, in summer 

people travel to the city to enjoy the weather (much cooler than Jeddah and Makkah in 

the summer months), it has beautiful scenery, and the town has a unique relaxed 

atmosphere. The tourism industry provides thousands of jobs to local residents. 

Agriculture is major component, including a lot of herbs and many kinds of flowers 

wheat and barley and fruits.  

The site is located in Al Shafa, 25km southwest of Taif, is the highest mountain in the 

Taif region and accessible via modern, paved roads. (Dāghistānī, A.1981).  

Figure 1.1 

Site view from Google Earth. 

    Site located in the south-west of the Shafa, away from the nuisance of the city, near 

the mountain of Dhaka, the vegetation of the mountain is covered with juniper trees; 
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the plant covers the bottom of the mountain and then gradually thins out until it 

reaches the top. Site dimension 1,900 m2.  

1:8 Option 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 

Work by Shahad Habis   

 

     This project airs to reduce obesity for women in Saudi Arabia by providing an 

environment that promote people to be physically active and help them to learn how 

maintain a healthy lifestyle and change habits. It is a health center specializing in the 

promotion of healthy life (for women only). It has four floors; there are many services 

such as therapeutic spa, Gym, outdoor sports activities, residential part, clinic, and 

awareness center. 
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Level 1   Figure 1.3.Work by Shahad Habis   

 

Level 2   Figure 1.4 Work by Shahad Habis   
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Level 3    Figure 1.5 Work by Shahad Habis   

Level 4    Figure 1.6 Work by Shahad Habis  
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1:9 Option 2: 

      Jeddah tower the leader of the project is Saudi Arabian prince Al-Waleed 

bin Talal is a skyscraper under construction on the north side of Jeddah, Saudi 

Arabia. It is planned to be the world's first 1 km (3,281 ft) high building, and 

the centerpiece and first phase of a development and tourist attraction known as 

Jeddah Economic City. is designed to reduce wind loads. It is set to have the 

world’s highest observatory deck and hanging balcony, 652 meters above the 

sea, and house a Four Seasons hotel, office space and apartments.( Williams, A. 

(2015, December 01). The site will be in this tower, consisting of four floors 

each floor of the appropriate sections. 

 

 

Figures 1.7 
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1:10 Option 3: 

Figure1.8&1.9  

Office company plan: 

      Moussa Company to manage real estate in alrawda Jeddah painted itself since its 

infancy a vision of their own and took the lead strategic objective and slogan. The 

number of company staff 80 representatives between the formal and affable Company 

engrave parts of Real Estate Management (Riyadh - Khobar - Jeddah). It has 4 floors 

and accessory. 

Student: Amera Alkaluti   

Area: 1,758 m2 
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1:11 Project Vision 

          This study aims to maintain on natural of Allah made, which has a scientific 

miracle in the world. Many people don’t have enough knowledge of Herbs. 

Unfortunately, sometimes there may be a disease, which needs a treated herb or a 

certain natural treatment, but many people may prefer the modern medicine, which is 

in high cost and risk for most of the time. 

1:12Design Explanation 

            The research explains methods that may help in keeping people safe and 

protected from the side effects of modern medicine. This medical center serves people 

from all areas from the youngest to the adults, it is a big area that includes many sections 

of herbal medicines, for example, traditional Chinese medicine incorporates 

acupuncture, herbal medicines, special diets, and meditative exercises such as tai chi. 

Ayurveda in India similarly uses the meditative exercises of yoga, purifying diets, 

natural products and special section of education such as workshop.. 

1:13 Data collection 

           The research includes a survey of people between the ages of 18 to 60 years old. 

This survey will be on the internet and social media websites, in both English and 

Arabic to provide it for the biggest suitable number.  

           After the surveys and interviews, an observation of collecting images of 

Neglected farms will be taken for, capture the current situation as well as clinics and 

centers with less Alternative medicines services. Different information will be collected 

from people such as the reasons for going forward Alternative medicines.  
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CHAPTER TWO - CASE STUDIES 

2:1Interdiction: 

      The chapter will explain four cases studies .Each case studies depend on part of aim 

project, all of them will be focus on natural interrelationship between psychological 

therapeutic comfort and the design does not make you feel very serious, this chapter 

will analysis case studies with interior design, zoning, materials, furniture, lighting and 

colors. 

 

Case studies: 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Naman Spa                                                             Figure 2.2. Tea House 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Somriures / Masquespacio                                  Figure 2.4. Zaans Medical Centre 
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2:2Naman Spa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Naman spa Figure 2.5. 

 

 

 

        

 

  Background:  

      Naman Spa is an oasis of quietness the five-star Naman Retreat the building’s has 

21 treatment rooms, gym, and meditation and yoga studios are nestled between lush 

open-air gardens. The ground floor is focus on a large atrium with a pool surrounded 

by hanging gardens; planting trails down from the upper floor make a green screen 

around the pool. 

    Fifteen treatment rooms with lush open-air gardens, deep soak bathtub, yoga rooms. 

The ground floor contains open spaces with relaxing platforms surrounded by serene 

ponds and hanging gardens. "Use of natural ventilation and local plants, each retreat 

becomes a healing environment where the guest can enjoy a luxurious wellness in 

privacy,"" said the studio         

      

Studio Design MIA :Architect                   PhilippinesLocation:  

 

Area: 1600.0 sqm                 Project year: 2015              

 

https://www.archdaily.com/office/mia-design-studio
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 Figure 2.7.                                                                                 Figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.8.   

 

Architectural design: 

      The littoral city experiences hot summers and high humidity, but the facade design 

means, despite this, that it can still be cool and naturally ventilated .White sculptural 

fins inspre a textured facade that shades the glazing behind that allowing cross-

ventilation. These screens of louvres are complemented by areas of intense vegetation. 

Many types of native tropical plants have been used including Heliotropium, Indian 

Pluchea and Plumeria. The facade creates privacy within the resort's rigorous 

masterplan. 
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Figure 2.9 
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Figure 2.10 

Finishing: 

       The building Finishes are Simplicity around the place, the spaces transition into 

each other seamlessly. They use natural colors, the white walls are mostly flat and 

simplicity with hanging plants create the impression of walls without the confined feel. 

With partitions and glass wall to let the sunlight enter inside building, black columns 

are used to support the roof. Flooring is finished with White smooth ceramic with 

rectangles drilled in the ground around the space.  

 

 Furniture:   

       Building Furniture are characteristic 

with simplicity and mostly made with 

black steel and black wood. Sofa made 

with Covered with light brown cloth. Bed 

and tables made with dark brown wood.          

Figure2.11  
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 Figure 2.12. Naman Spa                                                                      Figure 2.13. Naman Spa 

 

Lighting: 

     The lighting of the building mostly depend on daylight which Create an amazing 

play of light and shadow of the sunlight at the dawn or in the twilight. They Used in 

some sections of the spa small down light with yellow color and some of the rooms 

use cove light around the space.  

 

 

 

Ceiling: 

    The ceiling of the Spa is two different 

design , one in general space use flat and 

white gypsum board and, another one in 

main rooms used wood slices 

longitudinal with Light brown color. 

 

Figure 2.14. Naman Spa 
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 Ground floor plan: 

Figure 2.15. Naman Spa  

01. Lobby area                            

02. Cabana 

03. Gym room  

04. Yoga area  

05. Function room 

06. Staff room  

07. Locker female  

 

08. Jacuzzi 

09. Locker female 

10. Pantry 

11. Shampoo area  

12. Relax area  
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First floor plan: 

Figure 2.16. Naman Spa  

01. Library 

02. Exhibition  

03. Spa- standard 

04. Spa-treatment vip 

05. Pantry room 

06. Restroom 
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Tea House: 

Figure 2.17. Teahouse  

Location: China                            Architects: ARCHSTUDIO 

Area: 450.0 sqm                             Project year: 2015 

                                      

 

Background:  

    The space has five old traditional houses and temporary corroded steel houses. The 

building used to be a company for business meetings before going fallow due to poor 

management, its transformed to a tea cafe. The tea cafe roomy place for people to read 

while enjoying their teatime. Additionally, the cafe it has also serve individual dining 

guests. The cafe production depends on the natural trees that are located around the 

place in the form of Courtyard. The tea, coffee and other nature products for guest's 

services. 

 

 

http://archstudio.cn/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
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Figure 2.18. Teahouse  

 

Concept design:    

      The new environment demands rest requirements that the previous architecture 

cannot afford. For the building to be temperature resistant as required, it will have to be 

closed from all fields .With a flat “curvy corridor, which creates a smooth transition 

from the past to the present. The traditional gallery architecture takes a half inside, half 

outside form, scattered high and low, significantly increasing the beauty of the trees 

and flowers. 

      The vicissitudes of the life mix and the dark aged architectural pattern bring forth a 

temperament contrast between the modern and the past while creating a mutual 

dialogue between the past and future. That divided like courtyards into three random 

arcs, original courtyard it has the winding corridor of the creates three teahouses with 

independent views, forming a transition from public to private. Mixed old and new 

images, making the new and old grow together. 
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Figure 2.19. Teahouse  

 

Finishing: 

       The building Finishes are Simplicity around the place, rural style, they use natural 

colors, white color mean purity in place for some floors, ceilings and walls to break the 

dark brown color, Tree trunk columns, flooring is finished with white concrete and use 

bricks floor in some parts of the tea house, Furniture are characteristic with simplicity 

and mostly made with wood.  

 

 Walls:  

The white walls are mostly flat and 

simplicity; some walls use brick and 

bamboo wood, and glass for a sense of 

transparency.  

 

   Figure 2.20 Teahouse 
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Figure 2.21                                                                 Figure 2.22  

Ceiling: 

white  is two different design , one in general space use Tea househe The ceiling of t    

.brown color dark  bamboo wood, another one in dining rooms used roof flat and 

 

Lighting: 

    The lighting of the teahouse 

mostly depend on sky light, glass 

walls, and courtyard which gives 

the building wonderful form. 

And, let the sunlight to come 

inside building.    

 

Figure 2.23 
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Teahouse three-dimensional: 

 

Figure 2.24  

 

 

 

Figure 2.25  

Demonstrate the partition of the walls, a method of natural ventilation 
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Teahouse plan: 

 Figure 2.26  

  

01 Maine Entrance       

02 Reception  

03 Courtyard  

04 Dining Room  

05 Tea Room  

 

 

 

06 Book Café 

07 Kitchen  

08 Office  

09 Restroom 

10 Storeroom 
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Sections Teahouse:  

  

Figure 2.27  

 

01Dining Room 

02 Courtyard  

03 Corridor 

04 Book café  

05 Kitchen  
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Figure 2.28                                                                                Figure 2.29  

Evaluation: 

      Using natural ventilation, daylight, integrating past with present and external nature 

with internal, sustainable materials and creating a spirit of interaction with the 

environment. About disadvantages: they use dark colors for wood and bricks, 

uncomfortable wooden chairs, Tends to lack of function sense of the space. 
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Somriures / Masquespacio 

Figure 2.30 Somriures / Masquespacio 

 

Location: Valencia, Spain       Interiors Designers: Masquespacio                         

Area: 120.0 m2                       Project Year: 2017 

 

Background:  

                 Masquespacio ventures out of the field of hospitality and retail with a new 

concept for dental clinic Somriures that reimagines redundant medical blue in a fresh 

design that feels more flexible than seriousness. "A wooden sculpture composed of 

2,884 individual strips extends over the ceiling and walls to serve as both a reference 

to a healthy smile and a subtle wayfinding tool guiding guests back to the examination 

rooms "Said the Masquespacio. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://masquespacio.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
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Design Concept: 

        The clinic concept design inspiration the colors, materials and finishing take 

bearing a resemblance to an over-saturated version of a Wes Anderson film.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.31  

Figure 2.32-2.33-2.34  

Finishing: 

       The building finishes are amazing and wonderful around the place, walls used with 

white wooden strips all around the clinic and some of walls painted with blue color, 

Ceiling finished with white wood suspended in general specs and main rooms used 

gypsum board, Flooring is finished with blue glossy concrete.  
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Figure 2.35-2.36  

 

Colors: 

       Bright colors, the turquoise green and white color combination create a    

smooth feeling, while the small touches of gold, brown leather and dark blue establish 

a sophisticated contrast.  

Figure 2.37-2.38 

 

Furniture: 

       Organic forms were used to match perfectly with the concept of a beautiful smile. 

materials of furniture unites in waiting room add up-beat character with clean lines and 

come in brown leather as well as gold metallic detailing to the simple concoction of 

hues and textures. 
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Evolution: 

        The use of bright colors that don't reflect the form of the official clinic, which does 

not feel that the patient in the center of the treatment is dismal, the plants in the place 

achieved a large part of the sense of recovery and nature, the forms of curved walls that 

give a sense of harmony, unlike straight walls that feel lonely And intensity. 

 Figure 2.39 
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Plan clinic: 

 

Figure 2.40 

 

Facade: 

 Figure 2.41 
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Zaans Medical Centre 

Figure 2.42 Zaans Medical Centre 

 

Location: Netherlands              Architects: Mecanoo 
  

Area: 38500.0 m2                      Project Year: 2016 

  

Background:  

         Zaans Medical Centre is the first lean hospital in the Netherlands. It is an efficient 

and compact building in which professional healthcare and a personal approach 

strengthen each other. Architecture, urbanism, landscape and interior are brought 

together in a coherent design. Clear routing, an abundance of daylight, and positive 

distractions contribute to an environment that does not feel like a hospital, but as a place 

that promotes wellbeing. 

      The patient experience played a crucial role in the design process. Positive 

distractions can reduce the stress of a hospital visit and advance recovery. The spacious 

multi-storey lobby has the feel of a welcoming public building. Semi-circular voids and 

skylights, the use of wood, bright colours, good acoustics and unobstructed views of 

the surroundings provide a pleasant atmosphere. All hospital wards can be accessed 

https://www.archdaily.com/office/mecanoo
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from an internal street with many sheltered waiting areas. At either end of the street is 

a landscaped courtyard.   

Figure 2.43 Zaans Medical Centre 

 

 

Finishing: 

       The building finishes are simplicity and fun around the place, they use natural and 

bright colors. The celling is finished with gypsum board and some engraving, lighting 

used down light with daylight  the furniture is very simple shape made with black steel 

and used yellow and blue leather, and flooring is finished with brawn parquet and some 

parts use white smooth concrete.  
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 Figure 2.44 

 

Walls: 

      The white walls are mostly flat with  some engraving, some of them use black and 

gray drawings with different colors, Simplicity in using graphics drawings as wall paper 

around the place, also use dark blue paint in some corridors and glass wall to let the 

sunlight enter inside building. 

Figure 2.45  
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 Figure 2.46 

 

Materials finishes: 

       They use wood in many different places, especially in places of children's games 

and waiting areas. 

 Hand-drawn illustrations on walls, glazed partitions, and lifts refer to the industrial 

heritage of the Zaan region. A special spiral slide offers children an adventurous way 

to travel between levels. 

 Figure 2.47 
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3d Section: 

 

Figure 2.48 
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Plan:  

Figure 2.49 
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Conclusion:  

       This chapter came with maintaining the balance between the historical, art values 

all studies used natural ventilation, trees, and sustainability, Focus on the psychological 

impact of the user in the place through the colors used, designs that feel happy like 

using wallpaper with different drawings, And plants that give a comfort sense and no 

tension or fear of treatment.  
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CHAPTER THREE - LITERATURE REVIEW 

3:1 Introduction 

      Many research explains important alternative medicine, how it has historical value 

and are mentioned in the Quran. This chapter will cover the history of alternative 

medicine how it started and how it developed, how the method of selling and storage 

has evolved in different forms, and contains some medical articles that help to identify 

them more, with some methods of storing and preserving the life of herbs, and how to 

arrange and divide them properly. 

3.2Historical Religious Articles 

      For thousands of years, humankind has used plants as a source of medicine either 

in their simple mixed forms or in polished single chemical entities. While the use of 

crude plant extractor in prescription drugs today is very rare, still have a big number of 

our drug therapies tracing their origin back to natural products. In principle, drug 

therapeutic approach for complex metabolic disorders like diabetes and associated 

diseases.(Akhtar & Siddiqui, 2006) 

       In 2002, survey of 989 adult liver clinic patients conducted. Strider and others 

found that 39 percent had used some form of "alternative therapy." Of those, 21 percent 

had used herbals or botanicals. However, the herbals and botanicals were used for 

reasons besides liver disease, such as depression. Thirteen percent of all survey 

participants used herbals or botanicals specifically for their liver disease. (CAM, 2006) 

3:3The importance of the alternative medicine: 

       The frequent mention of certain practices in the Quran and prophetic tradition, such 

as the use of black seed (Nigella sativa, L.) and honey illustrates the interconnectivity 

between the conceptual elements and exemplifies the need to include the spiritual and 

regional practices. This is attributable to the traditional medicinal use of black seed and 

honey worldwide, as well as its regard in Islamic tradition as possessing immense 

healing qualities. (Akhtar & Siddiqui, 2006) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4776947/#ref2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4776947/#ref2
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ِشفَاٌء ِللن اِس  ُكِلي ِمْن ُكل ِ الث َمَراِت فَاْسلُِكي ُسبَُل َرب ِِك ذُلًُلا يَْخُرُج ِمْن بُُطونَِها َشَراٌب ُمْختَِلٌف أَْلَوانُهُ فِيهِ  )ثُم   

69-68النحل/ يَتَفَك ُروَن(إِن  فِي ذَِلَك ََليَةا ِلقَْوٍم   

        Then eat from all the fruits and follow the ways of your Lord laid down [for you]." 

There emerges from their bellies a drink, varying in colors, in which there is healing 

for people. Indeed in that is a sign for a people who give thou. 

       And your Lord inspired the bee, saying: “Take you habitations in the mountains 

and in the trees and in what they erect. Then, eat of all fruits, and follow the ways of 

your Lord made easy (for you). There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of varying 

color wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is indeed a sign for people who think. 

       Aisha (may Allah be pleased with her) used to recommend talbina for the sick and 

for which suffered too by a dead person. "She (may Allaah be pleased with her) said:" 

I heard that the Messenger (sallallahu alayhi wa Salaam) said: "the talbina gives rest to 

the patient's heart and makes it active and helps relieve your pain and sorrow." (Sahih 

al – Bukhar). 

       Abu Hurairah, May Allah be pleased with him, narrated that the 

Prophet (pbuh) said:  “Use this Black Seed regularly, because it is a cure for every 

disease, except death.” (Al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

           Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said: “The truffle is among the Mann (Allah’s 

favours) and its water cures the eye” (Al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

 There“reported: The Prophet, peace and blessings be upon him, said, Ibn Abbas         

 fire, with cauterization and honey, of drink a operation, cupping a three: in healing is

-(Alharmacological a  hijamah as-AL."cauterization using from nation my forbid I but

Bukhari and Muslim) 

3:4Al-hijamah as a Pharmacological 

                In modern medicine, there is no treatment modality that can purify both blood 

and interstitial fluids from noxious substances that are responsible for (or resulting 

from) disease pathogenesis .There is no physiological mechanism to excrete excess 

unwanted substances in blood (and interstitial fluids) that may disturb blood chemistry 

and physiological homeostasis causing different diseases  
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                 It was reported that Al-hijamah has an excellent therapeutic effects when it 

was used as a sole treatment, and as a combined treatment with conventional 

pharmacological treatments.  

                Many disease conditions responded better to Al-hijamah than to conventional 

pharmacological treatments. However, Al-hijamah is not a substitute for 

pharmacological treatments. Instead, Alhijamah may act as a pharmacological 

potentiator. Pharmacological potentiation is the sole target of drug combinations when 

treating various diseases and aims at gaining synergistic therapeutic effects via making 

benefits of combining more than one drug acting through more than one mechanism of 

action  . 

             It aims at decreasing drug dose, frequency of drug administration and possible 

side effects. Contrary to that is drug-drug antagonism due to both chemical and 

pharmacological interactions where one drug decreases pharmacological actions and 

therapeutic effects exerted by another drug. Being a nonchemical and non-

pharmacological therapy, Al-hijamah does not have any antagonistic effects with any 

therapeutic drug. (Micozzi, M. S. (2006). 

3:5 Al-hijamah license: 

       A complementary therapy called Hijama, or wet cupping, needs more tightly 

direction, say experienced practitioners. Therapists warn that some offering the 

procedure to patients are disqualified. And this is putting patients' wellbeing at risk. In 

the world there are no guidelines to oversee the training. Anybody can set themselves 

up as a practitioner. In a room that looks a considerable measure like a specialist's 

medical procedure in Leicester, a man is being treated for pains in his shoulder. Bano, 

R. (2015, May 12). 

      Khalil Ahmed Patel is a patient at the Institute for Clinically Applied Hijama 

Therapy (ICAHT) - The institute also runs courses for anyone interested in learning 

how to practice the treatment.Mr Patel has been receiving the treatment for over a year 

now.He says: "I'm a heavy sufferer of hay fever and since I've had Hijama, I have not 

had any hay fever. It usually kicks in at the end of March, early April. 
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     He says although Hijama is most popular amongst the Muslim communities - it was 

recommended by the Islamic prophet, Muhammad- non-Muslims are also having it 

done. But there is concern that some who are performing the procedure are 

inexperienced and do not have any background in health. .Bano, R. (2015, May 12). 

    There have additionally been reports of treatment being completed in unhygienic 

conditions, for example, in a carport. One Hijamist attempted, unsuccessfully, to lease 

a room in a network focus in Lancashire. In another incidence, a therapist reportedly 

used animal horns instead of sterile cups, which could increase the risk of spreading 

blood borne infections such as HIV or hepatitis.Dr Sirfraz Nazir from the British 

Cupping Society is one of the individuals who is stressed over rebel experts.  

      The general public unequivocally suggests that treatment should just be looked for 

from wellbeing professionals.He says he is aware of a few episodes of awful 

practice."A female patient with breast cancer came to see me. She was in the advanced 

stages of cancer because she had not been for her chemotherapy. She said she had been 

Hijama and that the practitioner had told her it would cure her. . Bano, R. (2015, May 

12). 

Figure 3.1.& 3.2  Al-hijamah 

 

      

      Likewise, a man with heart issues showed some kindness assault while he was 

having the treatment done and the individual treating him didn't understand Dr Nazir 

accepts just those with fitting preparing ought to be permitted to do it.He says: "We are 

trying to emphasize the need for standardization, the need for ensuring practitioners are 

trained adequately and the environment they practice in is of an adequate standard". 

Bano, R. (2015, May 12).  
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     The ICAHT currently has 128 practitioners, from across the country, who have 

registered with it but there is no legal requirement for this.Dr Suleman from the ICAHT 

says the profession needs to be monitored. He said: "We have established a register for 

practitioners who have reached a certain standard and criteria and standard of education 

and practice "We verify they are safe to practice and that they have a certain amount of 

clinical experience have passed exams and are insured."Public Health England is the 

government department responsible for protecting the nation's health. It says it is 

looking in to the issue. . Bano, R. (2015, May 12). 

     At present, without national best practice direction, we advocate that anybody 

performing wet-measuring must do as such in a spotless and sterile condition, following 

standard contamination control methods, and must be fittingly prepared so as to keep 

the danger of making disease or mischief the two professionals and customers." 

     The Complementary and Natural Health Care Council holds an enroll for 

complimentary specialists, however not for the individuals who do cupping. A 

representative stated: "If experts of Hijama Cupping needed to be considered for 

enlistment with CNHC, their calling would need to put forth a defense to Skills for 

Health for the improvement of significant National Occupational Standards in the 

principal case".. Bano, R. (2015, May 12).  
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3.6Traditional Chinese Medicine: 

 

  

 

 

   

     

Figure 3.3.tradtional Chinese 

 

      Chinese Herbal Medicine is one of the great herbal systems of the world ,the most 

important and famous alternative medicine examples, with an unbroken tradition going 

back to the 3rd century BC.Yet throughout its history, it has continually developed in 

response to changing clinical conditions, and has been sustained by research into every 

aspect of its use. This process continues today with the development of modern medical 

diagnostic techniques and knowledge. 

     Due to its systematic approach and clinical effectiveness, it has for centuries had a 

very great influence on the theory and practice of medicine in the East, and more 

recently has grown rapidly in popularity in the West. It still forms a major part of 

healthcare provision in China, and is provided in state hospitals alongside western 

medicine. Chinese medicine includes all oriental traditions emerging from Southeast 

Asia that have their origins in China. However, the tradition as a whole places great 

emphasis on lifestyle management in order to prevent disease before it occurs. Chinese 

medicine recognizes that health is more than just the absence of disease and it has a 

unique capacity to maintain and enhance our capacity for well-being and happiness. 

(GAO, D. (2013). 
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       In Chinese, the term "Hui Chun" means "Returning to Spring" or "Recovering". 

Hui Chun Clinic of Chinese Medicine & Acupuncture was established in 1986 at Hill 

Street Glasgow, by Wei - Xiong Chen (Doctor and Consultant of Traditional Chinese 

Medicine)  Steeped in the estimations of TCM in the prosperity of individuals 

everything being equal, Wei - Xiong turned out to be completely caught up in this art 

and started at seven  to help his father prepare herbal remedies. (You, Y. (n.d.). 

      Being persuaded of the advantages of TCM past the limits of China, he came to 

Scotland and set up his training in Glasgow. Through his achievement of treating 

repeating medicinal issues, he has built up a reputation as a caring, efficient, , 

productive, capable professional. Due to his aptitude and sucess, he has included in 

different media,  such as: The Daily Record, The Evening Times, The Sunday Mail, 

The Sunday Post, The Herald, BBC Radio and STV and BBC1. (You, Y. (n.d.). 

       Wei - Xiong is enlisted with the British Acupuncture Council, the Association of 

TCM (UK), the Register of Chinese Herbal Medicine. Until April 2001, he was the 

main individual from the Association of TCM (UK), in Scotland. He is a kindred 

individual from the Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine(UK). He is a 

facilitator for the scottish territorial gathering of the ATCM(UK). He is a visiting 

professor of Fujian University of TCM. (You, Y. (n.d.). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 & 3.5  

Hui Chun & Wei - Xiong 
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3.7Meditation: 

       Previous research indicates that long-term meditation practice is related with 

altered resting electroencephalogram patterns, revealing of long lasting changes in 

brain activity. For hypothesized that meditation practice might also be associated with 

changes in the brain’s physical structure. Magnetic resonance imaging was used to 

assess cortical thickness in 20 participants with extensive Insight meditation 

experience, which involves focused attention to internal experiences. Brain regions 

associated with attention, interception and sensory processing were thicker in 

meditation participants than matched controls, including the prefrontal cortex and right 

anterior insula. Between-group differences in prefrontal cortical thickness were most 

pronounced in older participants, suggesting that meditation might offset age-related 

cortical thinning. The thickness of two regions correlated with meditation experience. 

These data provide the first structural evidence for experience-dependent cortical 

plasticity associated with meditation. (Meditation experience, 2015.) 
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3.8Yoga: 

       Throughout history, yogic techniques have been practiced in both the East and 

West, so it would be an error to consider yoga an "Eastern import." In fact, yoga, with 

its strong techniques for creating a sense of inside peace, harmony, and clarity of mind, 

is great relevant to the modern world, both East and West. Given the increasing pace 

and struggle present in modern life, with all its resulting stress, one could say that yoga 

has become an main tool for survival, as well as for expanding the creativity and fun of 

our lives. (yoga experience, 2016). 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Figure 3.6 yoga meditation (archdaily) 

 

    Although each practice may require specific characteristics, most take place in a large 

open central space, accompanied by a set of support rooms. This is the central space of 

the building where people gather for practice, and generally is a free plan, flexible and 

adaptable to different uses. To determine its dimensions, we can use the standard 

measures of a yoga mat, which unfolds fully stretched in an area of approximately 1.70 

x 60 meters. It is suggested to leave at least 50 cm between the mats, to allow the free 

movement of users during the exercises. (Gallery Key Architectural, 2016) 
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     Some of these rooms have a small platform or elevated area where the instructor or 

guide of the session is located, and it is good to add shelves or countertops where people 

can leave their 'tools' during the class (water bottles, towels, blankets, slippers). 

Usually, the room has mirrors on one or more walls, but this depends on the needs and 

the taste of the client. (Gallery Key Architectural, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Arrange yoga purposes (archdaily) & Figure 3.8 yoga room light       

 

        The light allows to qualify environmentally the space and can help to lead the 

intension of the practice being done. In the case of Yoga, direct connection to the sun 

is essential in many of their exercises. That's why we should always favor natural 

lighting, and is necessary, to incorporate systems to regulate their intensity, allowing 

darken the room completely if necessary. (Gallery Key Architectural, 2016) 

https://www.archdaily.com/tag/yoga
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3.9Magic mushrooms: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9.  

            Magic mushrooms have a great relationship to yoga, According to Medical 

news reported on a range of studies that pointed to psilocybin, the psychoactive 

substance in "magic mushrooms" as a potential remedy for depression. Two such 

studies showed that the psychoactive compound can reduce feelings of anxiety and 

depression in people with advanced cancer, while another small trial suggested that the 

compound could succeed where previous depression treatment has failed. Treating 

depression can be challenging not only because some depression types are treatment-

resistant, but also because existing therapies have a range of unwanted side effects. One 

such adverse effect frequently reported by people living with depression is the 

"emotional blunting," indifference, or apathy that comes with taking antidepressants. A 

new study, which was carried out by researchers at Imperial College London (ICL) in 

the United Kingdom, suggests that magic mushrooms could treat depression while 

avoiding these side effects. (Sandoiu, A. .2018, January 16). 
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3.10 Herbs storage alternative therapies: 

 

     "One of important rule to storing herbs in a way that preserves as much of their 

medicinal properties as possible is to store them in a cool, dark, dry place. Moisture 

will cause herbs to mold, and light and heat will further diminish the health benefits 

they have". Said Meagan Visser 

    "Dried herbs can last anywhere from 2-4 years if stored properly depending upon the 

type of herb. First of all,Store herbs in airtight glass jars or plastic bags in a cool, dark, 

and dry spot." ". Said Meagan Visser 

    "Delicate herbs such as flowers or leaves won’t last as long as seeds or roots will. 

Herbs high in volatile oils, like peppermint and chamomile, will lose their freshness 

sooner than herbs without oils like oat straw or plantain. ". Said Meagan Visser. 

 

Figure 3.10 green house  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.growingupherbal.com/author/meagan/
https://www.growingupherbal.com/author/meagan/
https://www.growingupherbal.com/author/meagan/
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3:11 Growth seasons: 

    Probably extend the growing season or even have multiple grows in a year by 

manipulating the light and temperature of the greenhouse. Greenhouse heaters can be 

purchased at the garden center to make long time for the season or protect plants on 

cold nights. (Herb. 2016, June 18). 

    "Growing earlier warm season lets you harvest from bigger plants, but big plants can 

pose the same problems as with an indoor grow. Using tie-down techniques can let you 

maximize your space and keep even bigger plants in check". Said Christopher Teague. 

    "For plants in different stages of veg and flower, you can also use mini tents over 

individual plants to force flowering while younger plants keep getting light. Diffused 

glass or plastic walls will mask this curious practice from onlookers." ".Said 

Christopher Teague. 

 

Figure 3.11 green house  
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3:12 Photodynamic growth: 

Figure 3.12 Photodynamic growth 

     Growing hydroponic crops as a rule requires sophisticated technology, specialist 

skills and costly equipment. But simplified versions can be affordable and easy to use. 

Hemmaodlat is an organisation based in Malmö, in a neighbourhood primarily occupied 

by low-income groups and immigrants. The area is densely built, and there’s no green 

space available to grow food locally. the organisation aims to promote hydroponic 

systems among local society, as a way to grow fresh food using low-cost equipment. 

Caputo, S. (2018, February 15). 

      The Bristol Fish Project is a community-supported aquaponics farm, which breeds 

fish and uses the organic waste they produce to fertilise plants grown hydroponically. 

GrowUp is another aquaponics venture located in an East London warehouse; they 

grow food and farm fish using only artificial light. Similarly, Growing Underground is 

an enterprise that produces crops in tunnels, which were originally built as air raid 

shelters during World War II in London. Caputo, S. (2018, February 15). 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3.13 Bristol Fish Project 
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Figure 3.14 Photodynamic analysis 
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3:13 Growing plants without soil:  

    To see whether these drawbacks would put urban growers off using hydroponic 

systems, the students did project. 

Figure 3.15 & 3.16 Students project   

      They installed small hydroponic units in two local community gardens, and 

interviewed volunteers and visitors to the gardens. Many of the people they spoke to 

them well informed about hydroponic technology, and knew that some of the vegetables 

sold in supermarkets today are produced with this system. (Caputo, S. 2018, September 

19). 

     Many were fascinated by the idea of growing food without soil within their 

community projects, but at the same time reluctant to consume the produce because of 

the chemical nutrients used.  A few interviews were uncomfortable with the idea that 

the food was not grown naturally. They intended to repeat this experiment in the near 

future, to see how public opinion changes over time. (Caputo, S. 2018, September 19). 

      And while they don’t think hydroponic systems can replace the enjoyment that 

growing food in soil can offer, they can save water and produce safe food, either indoors 

or outdoors, in a world with increasingly scarce resources. Learning to use these new 
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technologies, and integrating them into existing projects, can only help to grow even 

more sustainable food. (Caputo, S. 2018, September 19). 

      As with many technological advancements, it could be that a period of slow 

acceptance will be followed by rapid, widespread uptake. Perhaps the fact that IKEA is 

selling portable hydroponic units, while hydroponic cabinets are on the market as 

components of kitchen systems, is a sign that this technology is primed to enter 

mainstream use. (Caputo, S. 2018, September 19). 

Figure 3.17 

    

       Information adjust the correct light range and supplements for the plants to flourish, 

and machines trickle simply enough water. Harvests are visit, four or five every year, 

contrasted and one outside. Vertical instead of horizontal could cut agriculture’s 

reliance on fossil fuels and diminish risks from pests, pesticides and an increasingly 

haywire environment, Byrd said.”    
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  :rrangementa medicine erbsH 3:14    

Figure 3.18 & 3.19 greenhouse shelves.   

     There are plenty of DIY storage options for the greenhouse, but they can also buy 

purpose-built staging in a different of sizes. Some gardeners like wooden benches, but 

that insects and pests can overwinter in wood, many prefer plastic or steel. Greenhouse 

Shelving Ideas, n.d)) 

     Greenhouse staging is highly popular with gardeners, and for nise reason. It’s strong 

and provides plenty of surface area for storing your seedlings and plants. Specialist seed 

racks, for example, arrange vertically, allowing to grow lots of seedlings in a relatively 

small amount of space. (Shelving Ideas, n.d)) 

     Combination staging has a solid surface on the top, with slat shelving down. Its ideal 

for lighter weight items, such as watering cans, rolls of twine, and wellies. But if the 

plan to store big bags of compost, is better to splashing out on galvanized steel staging; 

it’s a really strong option that’s worth the extra cost. (Shelving Ideas, n.d)  

Figure 3.20 , 3.21 & 3.22 Storage herbs medicine. 
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design: Greenhouse 3:15 

       One of the examples of greenhouse arrangement was in the house of one of the 

girls, in which she explained and detailed the design of the greenhouse in terms of using 

the required tools detailed in the pictures below, arranged with eyes and plants with 

suitable molds, she used bright colors to feel happy and reassuring. (Verve Windowsill 

Tray. (n.d.). 

Figure 3.23 

Figure 3.24 & 3.25 
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Figure 3.26 Details of greenhouse design  
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3:16 Canning Jars: 
 

        "This all-around workhorse is more commonly called a Mason jar after the 

inventor of its design and is manufactured by companies such as Ball and Kerr. These 

glass jars are used for canning foods and come in a variety of sizes, with half-pint, pint, 

quart, and half-gallon sizes the most commonly available. They are sturdy, easy to clean 

and sanitize, and relatively inexpensive. Lids typically consist of a two-piece metal ring 

and cap, but one-piece lids are available as well". Said Jane Metzger 

 

      "The quart and half-gallon sizes are convenient for making herbal infusions and 

storing herbal decoctions in the refrigerator. All sizes of these jars can be used to make 

tinctures, infused oils and vinegars, and elixirs—the jar size you choose will depend on 

your batch size. Mason jars are also an efficient way to maintain dried herbs, provided 

they are kept in a dark cupboard to protect the herbs from exposure to light" Said Jane 

Metzger 

Figure 3.27 canning jars  

 

 

https://theherbalacademy.com/author/jmetzger/
https://theherbalacademy.com/author/jmetzger/
https://theherbalacademy.com/author/jmetzger/
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Life expectancy for herbs: 3:17 

 

Herbs Tender 

3 weeks –Parsley  

3 weeks –Dill  

3 weeks –Cilantro  

2 weeks –Mint  

3 weeks –Tarragon  

   2 weeks  –Basil  

"Said the Meseidy" 

 

Conclusion: 3.18 

     This chapter get with more information for services space from the religious point 

of view mentioned in the Quran, medical articles for some types of alternative therapies, 

most of the tools used are old and up to date according to their development over time, 

different ways to store herbal medicines, the method of keeping medicines in easy-to-

use bottles and conservation, and suitable planting seasons, all this information has 

great value serving the project in terms of design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Herbs Hard 

3 weeks –Rosemary  

2 weeks –Oregano  

2 weeks –Thyme  

weeks2  –Sage  

2 weeks –Savory  

1 week –Chives  
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CHAPTER FOUR - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

4:1 Introduction: 

           This chapter studied dealing with people and knowing their experiences, the data 

collection process of this study mix method methodologies of qualitative and 

quantitative. Includes online survey interviews and observation. The survey will be on 

the internet and social media websites, to see what people are going through, their 

stories, after survey, make interview with pharmacist and an alternative medicine 

specialist to take different information, then collection of pictures shops neglected 

alternative medicine to talk about, Collecting this information helps me in the design 

area to discover negative points and turn them into positive ones, and to know the most 

important things that people complain about. 
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4:2Survey: 

        Survey has done through social media to go in deep of people problem details 

and their stories with alternative medicine also asking them about best location of the 

project they suggest, following some of replies: 

 

 

        1- Did you or any of relatives need alternative medicine without finding 

suitable treatment? 

96 responses 

 

Figures 4.1 

          Most of answers were yes and many of them didn’t satisfy with the concept and 

the recommendations of treatment because there was no suitable and clean place also 

no consultants and specialists on this field of alternative medicine.  
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        2- Did you try to buy any products from shops of medical alternative and 

what was your experience? 

96 responses 

Figures 4.2 

        Answers were many people look for these shops of alternative medicine but they 

noted that very weak on providing medicines and they need many improvements to be 

suitable to use.  
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         3- If one day you need to get some medical herbs, where do you think you 

will find to buy it?  

72 responses 

 

 

Figures 4.3 

      Different answers, some they want to buy from farms or buy it from abroad 

Or out of country but most people like to buy from normal herb shops. 
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4:2:1 Stories affected by neglecting alternative medicine: 

4- Add a comment or story that happened to you?  

 

         Many of the stories mentioned, but two stories caught my attention , first Story 

owner said : there was friend of mine has bowel disease who was treating in a hospital 

then someone advised her to use herbal plants named fennel mixed with other different 

cereals which caused conflicting with medical medicines led to killed her ..... 

Must be there hospitals specialized in alternative medical managed by specialist doctors 

who can give true prescription so there will not be any confusion in treatment. 

 

       Also one of the peculiar story I read in my survey is, one women is married and 

she didn't get birth over ten years, after many successive audits and examinations at 

different healing centers with non benefits then tried to look for medical alternative then 

she found a-lot of recommendations but, was not in trust of them because of leaks of 

many points especially the place and clean so, didn’t continue in this way of alternative 

medicine. 
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4:3 Interviews: 

  4:3:1 Interview with pharmacist: 

Pharmacist Shihanh Al-Jarbou, graduate from Umm Al-Qura University, her major in 

pharmacy and worked in the National Guard Hospital. 

Some important and interesting questions with pharmacist. 

 

1- Why people usually prefer modern medicine? Is it because of no other 

choices or because it is fast treatment? 

       - Actually modern medicine depend on old experience without any scientific tests 

and no any known results for any tests. 

 

2- What do you think the capabilities and needs to provide alternative 

medicine?  

    -We need approved medical centers with consultants and specialists on this field of 

alternative medicine.  

 

3- What are the problems of providing specialized centers for alternative 

medicine?  

     - Because of weak of trusts with people and never believe of any positive results by 

using alternative medicine centers. 

 

4- Did you hear about any negative effects of patients who treat by alternative 

medicine? 

     - Yes , although there are very useful results of many herbs for some diseases but 

conflict with modern medicine leads to high negatives affects to patients there for 

should be more enough of studies to each herbs which recommend to be use . 
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4:3:2 Alternative medicine specialist:  

        I did interview with well-known and critical woman her name is Noriah 

Mohammed who has a wide experience on alternative medical but she works at home , 

some of talks summarized as follows :  

 

    1- Do you have enough knowledge and experience on your job and can you tell 

me how did you get the experience?  

     She answered: Of course I have very enough knowledge and experience on all 

sides of treatment by herbs medicines so I don’t face any difficulties on my job, I was 

watching and following my mother and grandmother during practice their job, also I 

was asking them all times many different questions about each recommendations they 

give .  

 

     2- May I know how did you mother and grandmother get the knowledge and 

experience on this job because there was no schools for these kind of work?  

     She said: Alternative medicine very sensitive and big wide of human nature 

knowledge can’t be practice by anyone.  

 

     3- Did you plan to improve your work for this field to have bigger project 

instead of home? 

     She said: Yes, really many times I wished to have more big place for this kind of 

medicine plus I like to spread benefits of this field to all people to have all they needs 

of it but many difficulties I face as place and money.  

 

     4- What sections and departments you suggest to have in alternative medicine 

center?  

    She said: as I mentioned alternative medicine is very wide aa sea but I can suggest 

to concentrate on repeated complaints as physiotherapy and if I have enough place I 

recommend to have big clean store and place for rest as waiting for patients, relatives 

and visitors, also small rooms with beds for rest and old people, many ideas I can't 

remember all on this times.  
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     5- From where do you get herbs?  

    This depend on patient ‘s complain , some of them I get from big shops , some from 

known farms and some I need to get from out of country for critical cases if they can 

wait .  

 

   6- Do you wish to add any words or recommendations?  

      Yes really, I noted many people doesn’t trust alternative medicine so I can say the 

place very important to change people thoughts to be big enough and very clean nor at 

homes.  

 

4:3:3 Summarize: 

     The benefit of these interviews is that not everyone offers the same work in the 

alternative medicine field, that many people are affected by lack of trust in these 

neglected stores, also many people who specialize in this field work in their own homes 

and have no financial ability to open centers, And it's important to have our alternative 

medicine center 
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4:4 Observation: 

I planned to meet shop’s seller of herbs medicine but I couldn’t because I wasn’t able 

to face them with true questions of their jobs so they will not reply the truth therefore I 

decided to create a story of needed their advice on herbs to help me on treatment of 

some disease I have   

        My experience while visiting different places of medicine alternative shops: 

I planned to visit some shops of medical alternative and I surprised of what I saw in 

those places, which I summarized it in some points as follow:  

 

- Persons who sales these medicines are they came from irrelevant background.  

- They are depending on weak experience without any knowledge of history of 

diseases.  

- They give prescriptions and medicine to any complains  

- Their goal is marketing rather than healing. 

- Some medicine they sale can be for many and different diseases. 

- They are with legal permit of sales but unreal permit of healthy prescriptions! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 4.4 
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Figures 4.5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 4.6   
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  space: Description 4:4:1      

Figures 4.7   

     The description of the place is a pile of medical goods in places above each other, 

shelves are not properly arranged, there is no division of tools such as liquids or spices 

and others, the placement of liquids in large cans is not appropriate, the mixing of 

materials together some of the antiques and herbs in the same Shelf, space does not feel 

that the person in the place of treatment for himself, but makes him tense and wants to 

get rid quickly. 

 

:Conclusion 4.5 

     This chapter get with more information about conditions and experiences of people, 

show of the proportions of many affected and some interesting stories and focus on the 

neglected places of alternative medicine and weaknesses in these shops and clinics, The 

solution to these problems is to turn them into positives like taking into account the 

organization of neglected shops, taking advantage of the people stories looking for a 

reliable medical center. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - DESIGN PROGRAM 

5:1Interdiction: 

     A medical center is a help in keeping people safe, and serves all areas from the 

youngest to the adults, it is a big area that includes many sections of natural remedies. 

According to the data collected from the case studies and literature review, looked at 

studying to create a space for an alternative medicine , this chapter will apply that 

information to create the needed interior spaces that consider all important areas and 

analysis of the data to design appropriate space for it. 
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 5:2 Site analysis:  

 

Figures 5.1, 5.2 & 5.3 

 

     Moussa Company to manage real estate in alrawda  Jeddah painted itself since its 

infancy a vision of their own and took the lead strategic objective and slogan. The 

number of company staff 80 representatives between the formal and affable Company 

engrave parts of Real Estate Management (Riyadh - Khobar - Jeddah). It has 4 floors 

and accessory, will be developed into a medical center. – ( Bussma real. (n.d.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.4 
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        Haya center is a student work, she used the plan for women's social center 

consisting of several social areas such as lecture area, meeting and discussion rooms, 

has a middle-center area for relaxation and sitting or waiting. a her women's center an 

aim of this thesis is to explore women empowerment in social life in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Supporting 2030 vision, that acknowledge and build better family and 

society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

     

Figures 5.5 &5.6 
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     Area: 1,758 m2 Suitable area for the medical center consists of a main door in a 

place that has a big breadth, A large area in the middle for the presence green house in 

a way that allows plants to take the right place in terms of sun brightness and natural 

ventilation, also the location of the stairs in the back so suitable to place the main areas 

around the center without Restrictions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.7  
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5:3Organizational Structure: 

    Alternative Medicine Medical Center is a combination of a helping people heal and 

improve their knowledge; the center will be designed to provide alternative medicine 

services in all respects. 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.8 
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5:4 Lobby area:  

 Figures 5.10                                                        

Figures 5.9 

 

     Lobby is a welcoming front area that shows the whole place is the main gate to the 

center is which shows the height of the ceiling indicates the breadth and focus on the 

main point, This area where it is going to lead people to the right direction with health 

expert supervision, With some decorative illuminations makes the users feel a mixture 

of luxury with simplicity, With no sense that he is in a clinic, but in a center to change 

his psychology and his sense of healing and comfort. 
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5:5 Green house:  

Figures 5.11 & 5.12       

                   

      Big green house it consists of two floor the herbs that need the sun are divided into 

the upper floor, it is has a lot of different medicine herbs with big storage has sections 

of Canned, powder, Fluids, big and small plants, with refrigerators and Heaters, special 

arrangement which makes the user feel that he is among the nature that makes you feel 

well and fresh. Green House does not have a sale or purchase, but allows the user to 

recognize it and take a tour around the place, because the greenhouse collects all the 

herbs that grow in it from natural growth, the growth of light, and growth without soil, 

Includes staff office, quick study rooms, storage and medical supplies. 

Figures 5.13& 5.14 
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5:6 The Corridors:                          

Figures 5.15&5.16                                     

                 

      The corridors are the focal point and transfer between important areas, which make 

the user feel comfortable when walking. Features in a simplicity and tranquility with 

some of plants and low light that makes the customer feel comfortable while walking, 

with fountain in the center and water at the edges of the building that provides a good 

ventilation for the place, which offer a cool air, and of course, there must be trees to 

increase the sense of well-being. 
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            5:7 Meditation area:  

 

Figures 5.17& 5.18                                                     

 

       The Meditation Zone is a relaxation area that removes negative energy, allows the 

user to be comfortable in a spacious room in front of green grass that gives positive 

energy, mental comfort and pure oxygen. It is wide range of pillows and mattresses on 

the ground and the beautiful nature in front of you is made with glass, ceiling and floor 

in a comfortable color of the eye that does not feel the discomfort or tension, with large 

mirrors on the walls that sense of great expansion. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Figures 5.19                                                   
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5:8 Physical therapy area: 

Figures 5.20&5.21 

 

     The physiotherapy area includes many sections for different diseases such as natural 

massage, acupuncture and others with a sense of calm and isolation in the outside world. 

It is care that aims to ease pain and help the people function, move, and live better. 

Massage area it has a lot of beds some are raised and the other flat , with a simple details 

, glass wall and some of plant with sunlight entering the place it gives great energy and 

expansion. The cupping section has a flat bed, each bed has its own privacy, a large 

wheel holding the details of the use of the cupper. 

                                                                   

 

Figures 5.22&5.23 

 

http://better.it/
http://better.it/
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5:9 Consultation area: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.24 

 

     Consultation area is the most required places in the center that for helping people to 

take right medical advice, it has office and a moving bed for relax and treatment. There 

is more than one treatment area consisting of Chinese, traditional and herbal medicine. 

The Chinese treatment area is a very quiet area that helps people take medical 

information, feel comfortable and safe. The traditional area is divided into species close 

to each other in terms of helping people to know the correct herbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.25 , 5.26 & 5.27 
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5:10 Education area: 

 

Figures 5.28 & 5.29                                                     

 

        Education big area It is planner like caves that are such as roads connected in a 

way that makes the user discover alternative medicine by walking through the aisles  it 

has exhibiting a lot of different information, consists of smart screens to display medical 

studies that helps students and those who like to learn to benefit and to make useful 

technically style mixed with plants that makes you feel reading old history, there are 

classes for the people who seek to learn about alternative medicine, also exhibitions 

where activities such as famous doctors have many works and performances, for doing 

workshops, visits and school trips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figures 5.30   
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5:11 Retail area: 

 

Figures 5.31 &5.32                                                              

 

       Retail area is made to be a service to sell natural health products, there are many 

sections liquids, medicinal herbs, dried products, and powder people can try or taste, It 

is divided in the form of shelves and boxes of glass to give a better shape, glass cans 

for in a simple way that gives an attractive shape to the place, use wood to protect 

products because wood does not react with heat like other materials. 
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5:12 Matrix: 

 

Figures 5.33 
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5:13 Bubble diagram Grand floor: 

 

 

Figures 5.34 
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5:14 Bubble diagram First floor: 

 

Figures 5.35 
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5:15 Zoning Grand floor: 

 

 

Figures 5.36 
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5:16 Zoning First floor: 

 

 

Figures 5.37 
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5:17 Code and Standard: 

5:17:1 Yoga, meditation and physical therapy.   

Figures 5.38 
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Figures 5.39 Seguir (n.d) Antropometria  arquitectónica. 
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5:17:2 Reception:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.40  (Human Dimension & Interior Space.(2017, April 18) & Padilla ,J.,& Figures 5.41     

Seguir (n.d) Antropometria  arquitectónica. 
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5:17:3 Greenhouse: 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.42 & (Human Dimension & Interior Space.(2017, April 18) 
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Figures 5.43 (Human Dimension & Interior Space.(2017, April 18) 
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5:17:4 Clinic:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.44&5.45 Neufert (2012).   
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5:17:5 Education and cafeteria: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figures 5.46&5.47 (Human Dimension & Interior Space.(2017, April 18) 
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Figures 5.48&5.49  Neufert (2012).   
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5:17:6 Retail:  

Figures 5.50 Neufert (2012).   
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5:17:7 Corridors: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5.51 Neufert (2012).   
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5:18 Calculations: 

Total area  Total Capacity  Staff  Visitors  
 

1,000m2 
   

Collection Area 

15 8 2 6 Reception  

20 24 4 20  Green house 

30 16 8 8 Meditation  

30 16 8 8 Physical 

therapy  

50 25 - 25 Education area 

20 14 4 10 Sales area  

20 16 8 8 Storage  

10 7 - 7 Waiting area 

15 12 4 8 Café  

48 8 4 4 Consultation 

offices  

8 4 1 3 Bathroom  
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CHAPTER SIX – WAREF CENTER 

6:1 Project Statement: 

Waref Centre is a new concept in The Saudi society, to be built in Taif city in 

2020.The need of educating our community about alternative medicine was the 

main inspiration. Our main aim is to respect and teach the community to get to 

know in depth the natural magical products found in our planet. Using senses-

triggering concepts of design, our users will enjoy learning about the history of 

alternative medicine and exploring many facilities. 
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6:2 Location: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.1, Figures 6.2                                                                                      

 

 

6:3 Site Analysis: 

Figures 6.3                                                    

The study is in Saudi Arabia, specifically ( Alshfa ) Al- Taif 
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6:4 inspirations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.4 

6:5 Mood board: 

 

 

Figures 6.5 
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6:6 Logo process: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.6 

6:7 Packaging elements:      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.7 
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6:8 Waref  house design process: 

Figures 6.8 

6:9 Understanding lines:  

Figures 6.9 
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6:10 Bubble diagram ground floor: 

   

Figures 6.10 

6:11 Bubble diagram first floor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.11 
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6:12 Zoning ground floor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.12 

 

6:13 Zoning first floor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.13 
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6:14 Function schedule: 
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6:15 Way finding sketches: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.11 

 Figures 6.14 

-Some drawings on the wall or special information about alternative medicine. 

Signs in this shape and technology screen.-  

6:16 Color selections: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.15 

Harmony between violet , blue , green.Its Spired from depth of the sea , Sun rays and 

plantation. With torches of neutral colors. 

   

6:16 Lighting selections: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.16 
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6:17 Lighting schedule: 

 

 

6:18 RCP Ground floor:                                     6:19 RCP first floor: 
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   6:20 Materials selections: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.17 

 

6:21 Materials schedule:  
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6:22 Furniture selections: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.18 

6:23 Detailed furniture: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6.19 
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6:24 Ground Floor Plan: 

 

 

 

 

 

6:25 Section (B-B) 

Figures 6.20 
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6:26 First Floor Plan: 

Figures 6.21 

 

6:27 Elavation1 Figures 6.22 
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6:28 Section (A-A) 

Figures 6.23 

 

6:29Elavation2 

 Figures 6.24 

6:30Elevation 3 – Façade 

Figures 6.25 

  

 

 

 

 

 

6:31Elavation4 

 Figures 6.26 
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6:32Waref house design: 

Figures 6.27 

6:33 Main  Reception: 

Figures 6.28 

   

ل  دي   مركر  وارف  للطب  الب 

Waref Center for alternative medicine 
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6:34 Treatment Room: 

 Figures 6.29 

6:35 Clinic Reception  

Figures 6.30 
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